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Bryan was born and raised in Spotsylvania County and he began bowling at the 

age of 5.  He started in the youth league at AMF Fredericksburg.  Bryan got his 

start in bowling when he was young because of his father Mark Gallahan, who is 

a bowler. Bryan states that he had a great bunch of bowling coaches who were 

his dad’s friends from Bruce White, Russell Rose, David Edwards, Brenda 

Chambers and more.  Bryan’s father Mark traveled all over the Virginia region 

with Bryan to help him learn to bowl on different lane conditions so he could 

improve his game.  

Bryan also traveled to the Junior Gold Nationals, an event for which youth 

bowlers had to qualify for in regional tournaments.  This was advantageous for Bryan because he took this knowledge 

and used it to obtain his PBA Card.  Bryan lists his greatest bowling milestone as cashing in the PBA Tour during match 

play.  

Bryan’s favorite achievement is when he averaged 253 in the summer league at AMF and his team won the league after 

trailing the whole season. Bryan felt like his team kept him going and helped him forget how well he was bowling and to 

focus on winning the league championship. It was one of the best times Bryan had in a long time with bowling. 

Bryan has an impressive list of honor scores.  His most memorable is bowling his first 300 game while bowling with his 

father in the Rappahannock’s Men League at AMF.  To date, Bryan has had 14 800 series, 20 300 games and 27 11 in a 

row games. 

Bryan states what he cares about most in bowling is not the sport itself, not honor scores and not his average. What 

keeps him bowling are the friendships he has made, meeting new people he never would have met and the stories we 

bring back from tournaments together.  

 

Bryan would like to thank his Dad, Family and all his bowling friends. 

 


